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provided tor the social welfare pro
grammes, Rs. 26.14 crores have been
provided for women’s welfare. So far
as the States are concerned, the Minis
ter for Education and Social Welfare
and Culture has written to all the 
State Ministers to fix the target, both
physical as well as financial targets. 
In response to that, we have got reply
from 10 of the States only and some
of the States have just acknowledged
the receipt of the letter. They have
not informed what is the physical tar
get and what is the financial target
that they have made.
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SHRIMATI RENUKA DEVI BARA- 
KATAKI: So far as my knowledge
goes, so far plan allocation for
women welfare is concmed, it is not
curtailed.
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SHRIMATI RENUKA DEVI RARA- 
KATAKI: So far as reservation is
concerned, there is no such proposal
before the Government to make reser
vation lot women. So far as school
education for women and girls in the 
villages is concerned, it depends upon 
the State Government.

MR. SPEAKER: I think reservation
is required tot men!

SHRIMATI RENUKA DEVI BARA- 
KATAKI: We can pass a Bill to give
reservation to men. So far women are
concerned, we do not have, at this
moment, any proposal before us. So
far as girl schools in a village are
concerned, it entirely depends upon the
State Government’s initiative.
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SHRIMATI RENUKA DEVI BARA- 
KATAKI: There is no question of
banning any religious book or religious
institution.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Why not?

SHRIMATI RENUKA DEVI BARA- 
KATAKI: So far as superstition is con
cerned, we have, to go a long way to
win the battle against superstition.

Suspension of direct supply of fertiliser
to West ftengal

+
*371. SHRI PIUS TIRKEY:

DR. BIJOY MONDAL:
Will the Minister of AGRICULTURE

AND IRRIGATION be pleased to state:

(a) whether Central Government
have stopped direct supply of fertilser
to Wept Bengal with effect from Nov
ember, 1978;

(b) if so, the reasons thereof; and
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(c) whether Government of India
are aware that the stoppage of supply
o f fertilisers will lead to a serious
situation in that State?

THE MINISTER OF AGRICUIr- 
TURE AND IRRIGATION (SHRI
SURJIT SINGH BARNALA): (a) No,
Sir. There has been no change in the
system of supply of indigenous and
imported fertilisers to West Bengal.

(b) and (c). Question does not
arise.

SHRI PIUS TIRKEY: I would like
to ask the hon. Minister what is the 
present quota sanctioned for the State
and how much the Government of
West Bengal had asked for fertiliser
to meet the demand of the State in
1977-78.

SHRI SURJIT SINGH BARNALA:
We have been meeting the demand
of the State Government. In fact, for
each season, in consultation with the
State Government, a quota is fixed for
the State and we try that the fertiliser
reaches the State in time, and here
also, in this case, we have been meet
ing the demand of the State, whatever
we receive.

SHRI PIUS TIRKEY: I have asked 
a specific question about the quota—
what the West Bengal Government has
asked for. He has not replied to
that.

SHRI SURJIT SINGH BARNALA:
They has asked for N—102,000 tonnes,
that meang 10,2000 tonnes, F —272,30,00 
tonnes and K—26,40,000 tonnes. This
is what they had asked for. This was
to be supplied through the manufac
turers and also through the imported
fertiliser known as pool And out of
this total, 88.32,000 tonnes of N,
37.46,000 tonnes of F  and 23.45,000 
tonnes of K  was supplied to the State.
This quantity was lifted by the State.

SHRI PIUS TIRKEY: What is the
percentage of quantum of indigenous
and imported fertiliser given to West
Bengal?

SHRI SURJIT SINGH BARNALA:
So far as the manufacture of indi
genous fertiliser is concerned, N was
to be supplied 48.58,000 tonnes, P
20.73.000 tonnes and K 6.14,000 tonnes.
And out of pool, N was 53.72,000'
tonnes, p  was 7.13,000 tonnes and K
20.26.000 tonnes.

DR, BIJOY MONDAL: The West
Bengal Government has not been self- 
sufficient in production of foodgrains.
Several districts were affected due to
unprecedented floods and the crops
were destroyed. This year, when the
people of our province wanted fertili
ser for potato and wheat cultivation,
that quantity was nol supplied to
them. At least, the authority informed
us that we are getting very much less 
quantity of fertiliser. May I ask the 
hon. Minister whether he will increase
the quota of fertiliser for West
Bengal?

SHRI SURJIT SINGH BARNALA:
Just after the floods, we sent special
teams to assess their requirement of
the State Government, particularly m
view of the floods that had affected
the State, and we allocated according
to the requirements of the State Gov
ernment. And even now, we are will** 
ing to allocate any amount of fertiliser
as the State Government requires.
There is no dearth o f fertiliser.

SHRI SUSHIL KUMAR DHARA:
West Bengal has one crore and 36 lakh
acres of cultivable land. Does the
Minister think that they can meet the
total requirement of Hie Stale Govern
ment by putting the proper manure
in the land?

SHRI SURJIT SINGH BARNALA:
There are different types of questions.
I have already stated that it depends
on the requirement o f the State Gov
ernment. The State Government has 
to assess their own requirement,
according to the information they get
from the field, from their district, and 
if they tell us theii requirement, we
discuss it with them and then we
decide how it is to be supplied.
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SHRI SUBHASH CHANDRA BOSE
LLURI; I would like to know from
le bon. Minister what is the total
nount of NPK-wise fertiliser we are
>ing to import in this year.
SHRI SURJIT SINGH BARNALA:
dees not arise from the question,
is not possible for me to answer it.

iniotment of D.D.A. Flats to members
Parliament on deferred payment

system

*372. SHRI PURNANRAYAN
UNIT A: Will the Minister of WORKS
WD HOUSING AND SUPPLY AND
REHABILITATION be pleased to
tate:

(a) whether Government have de* 
ided to stop allotment of D.DA.
'lats to the Members of Parliament on
deferred payment system;

(b) whether the Government are 
aware that only a few of the M.Ps.
have got such flats and the bulk of
.he lower middle class M.Ps, have not
Sot the chance to acquire any flat till
low;

(c) whether Government will throw
open D.DA. Flats for MPs. also so
that those who have made up their
winds in the two years that have
ilapsed of the Sixth Lok Sabha, may
ake a chance to acquire a flat; and

(d) if not, why not?
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SHRI PURNANARAYAN SINHA:
Along with my question, there are 
three questions. The ballot favoured
toat. DDA questions are to, be dis
cussed to the House, This answer
siven is not only anti-Janata but also

against the principle of national inte
gration. Delhiwalas think that the* 
demographic profile of Delhi will oe
changed by allotting more houses to
the Members of Parliament coming
from different comers of the country.
You know that 80 per cent of the
Members of the present House are be
low the subsistence line. I do not say
poverty line They require some
accommodation for their own use.
They do not have black-money in their
brief-case? to go out and bid with the 
public fojr the plots, houses in DDA.
So, my question is that a little sons
of the soil altitude practised by DDA
should be done away with. Whether
the Minister is prepared to open up, 
once more, an opportunity for the
Members to buy some flats in the
middle income or low income group in
Delhi under the DDA.
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THL MINISTER OF WORKS AND
HOUSING AND SUPPLY AND RE
HABILITATION (SHRI SIKANDAR
BAKHT): There war a question of sons
of the soil. There is no discrimina
tion between M.Ps from Delhi and
MJPs from outside Delhi.

SHRI PURNANARAYAN SINHA:
Since the settlement of land and also
transfer of land in Delhi is controlled
by the Government, this is only as a 
last resort of the Government to con
trol it in Delhi and there is no freedom
for its purchase. The economic posi
tion of the Members of Parliament »
not so good as that of the brief case
holders with black money. In order to
give relief to the Members of Parlia
ment, will Government do away with
all the charges—rentals, etc. on flats 
given to the Members of Parliament
so that they can live in a little bit of
comfort in good houses. Now the
houses are not good.




